Newborn Session Prep
Here is a list of things to do before you come in for your studio newborn session! Also, feel free to
bring any props or outfits that you'd like to include in your session and if time allows, we will include
them in some shots! I have multiple wraps that you can choose from when you arrive.
• Do a FULL feeding/burping 30 minutes before your session
(you will be able to feed in the studio if you need to, but this will give us a jump start on a few
shots!)
• Props that you can bring include:
- 1 special outfit (this is most likely all we'll have time with along with the nude shots and the
wrap shots)
– Any special baskets you want to include or vintage props (I will have a few, but if there are any
that are of sentimental value or family heirlooms, I'd love to include it)
– hats or bows
– If you'd like flowers included in your shots, please let me know ahead of time because there is
an additional fee for fresh flower arrangements/bouquets that I will have custom made ahead of
time.
Additional Children
Are you including your other children in a few of the photos?
Please know that the room needs to be very quiet and relaxed in order to get the photos of baby done
first so if you are including your other children, please inform them of this if they are at the
understanding age or have them show up towards the end if you have someone else to bring them. They
can also sit in the waiting room which is right outside the studio where you can watch them until it's
their turn to come in!! I would love to include them in a few shots at the end after we've capture baby!
Mama/Baby Shots & Daddy/Baby Shots
I would love to do one of these at the end if this is something you'd like so please bring a white top if
you are wanting to do this. Lace or sheer with a white camisole underneath photographs beautifully
with baby so please no bright colors or dark colors. Dad is welcome to go shirtless or grey is a great
color as well! I try to avoid black because it is so common!
Can't wait!
Email me at courtney@babyzoom4d if you have additional questions about the shoot!

